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Estimating
Bid, Win, Deliver

The leading estimating and takeoff software for MEP contractors



A complete solution 
for your estimating 
and project 
management needs

The Total Estimating packages give you the tools 

you need to create the most accurate estimates, 

automate workflows, track project budgets, and 

facilitate collaboration amongst team members - 

all in the cloud. By spending less time working on 

your estimates and takeoffs, you can focus more 

on bidding and winning more work. 

Fully integrated package 
for estimators and 
project managers  

Total Estimating and Total Estimating+ 
give you access to the UK’s market-leading 
enterprise solutions for estimating and contract 
management - win work, and manage contracts 
and financials for your MEP projects, all in one 
subscription.

With seamless integrations between modules 
like LiveCount (for digital takeoff) and Enterprise 
Estimating, estimators can automatically feed 
takeoff quantities into estimates, increasing 
efficiency and reducing the risk of errors 
compared to manual entries. Additionally, with 
access to the Luckins database, searching for 
product information and price data couldn’t be 
easier.  
 
Enjoy flexible access - both packages are cloud-
hosted giving you the ability to work on your 
estimates and takeoffs from anywhere with an 
internet connection, as well as benefiting from 
simplified access and administration.
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One subscription.  
All the functionality 
you need to win and 
manage projects. 

What’s included in a Total Estimating 
package

With a variety of modules seamlessly integrated, 
the power to create accurate estimates and 
streamline workflows is all yours. A variety of 
modules integrate with your estimating solution, 
these include: LiveCount, Contract Costing, Quote 
Master, Procurement and Contract Management. 
You’ll also receive access toTrimble Connect, and 
our next-generation software, Estimation MEP.

Win work with Total Estimating 
Total Estimating gives you the power to quickly 
create more accurate electrical and mechanical 
estimates. With the live link connection between 
your estimating and digital takeoff solutions, the 
risk of data entry errors drops, as any changes 
made to a drawing are instantly updated in the 
estimate. There are even more time-saving 
features, such as LiveCount’s AutoCount 
feature, which removes the mundane task of 
counting quantities and ensures a higher level of 
accuracy. This bundled with access to the Luckins 
database, catapults your estimates to a new level 
of accuracy and speedy completion. 

Manage contracts with Total Estimating+
Total Estimating+ gives you the right tools to keep 
your projects on time and within budget. While a 
clearly defined project scope and procurement 
plan set a strong foundation, having the right tools 
in place to track changes and make an effective 
buying decision is crucial to success. With Total 
Estimating+, you will have access to modules 
such as Procurement, Contract Management, and 
Contract Costing. Help ensure a successful project 
by giving project managers the tools to make 
effective buying decisions, control purchasing, and 
manage costs from start to finish. 

Luckins 
With direct access to the Luckins database, you can 
easily search over one million Electrical, HVAC and 
Plumbing products by commodity, manufacturer 
and catalogue number. Confidently select items 
with the correct material information and list 
pricing to ensure every estimate you produce is 
accurate.

A bespoke service: 
Luckins data is available in a range of standard 
databases, but you can also choose a bespoke 
database tailored to your precise business 
requirements. A bespoke database may contain 
suppliers chosen from the central Luckins 
database, plus additional suppliers if required, 
sourced on request. In addition, a range of 
additional services are offered including discount/
net price upload, and estimating database 
management. N.b. This service is in addition to the 
standard Total Estimating and Total Estimating+ 
packages.



Interested?  CONTACT US
+44 (0)1908 608 833
trimble-mep-sales@trimble.com
mep.trimble.co.uk

TRIMBLE MEP 
Cygna House, 3 Opal Drive
Milton Keynes 
MK15 0DF, UK

Trimble MEP
 
Trimble MEP delivers sophisticated solutions that transform workflows from the office to the field. The Trimble 
Constructible Process allows specialty trades to build beyond BIM to automate fabrication and fieldwork with reliable 
construction data. With access to the largest library of manufacturers content and a broad portfolio of hardware and 
software solutions, Trimble optimises the entire design, build, and operate lifecycle.

Access to Trimble’s latest and 
next-generation software  

Trimble LiveCount is an intuitive web-based takeoff 
software that allows you to efficiently and accurately perform 
digital takeoffs from MEP drawings with a direct link to your 
estimates. 

Trimble Estimation MEP Pro represents the future 
of estimating software - this easy-to-use, cloud estimating 
software offers fully integrated graphical takeoff, material 
pricing and labour, and a continuously expanding set of 
features. 

Trimble Connect Business Premium is an cloud-based 
collaboration tool that allows you to share project details and 
files with team members and stakeholders. Trimble Connect 

enables better decision-making and increases productivity in 
all project phases, from the initial design to multi-year facility 
maintenance. 

The benefits of a Total Estimating subscription 
 
A subscription to Total Estimating is flexible and adaptable to 
your business’ needs, and offers several benefits: 

 ► Access all required estimating and contract management 
modules via one, easy to manage subscription 

 ► Easily scale-up licences when needed based on your 
business requirements

 ► Access to Trimble’s next-generation estimation software

 ► Cloud-hosting for simplified access

 ► Trimble manages server infrastructure, maintenance, 
licences, and updates, thus freeing up your time to focus 
on winning more projects

Join over 80,000 Trimble MEP estimating users
Users of Trimble MEP’s solutions range from small MEP design and contracting companies to large global engineering practices.
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